
I have often commented on the use of the term “buy” when it comes to finances and 
investments.  Prior to entering the financial services industry, I was Al Bundy in my 
previous life, selling women’s shoes and in management at Hudson’s Women’s Shoe 
departments (yes, I guess I am old).  What I learned from that experience is that 
“buying” is an emotional decision.  I don’t believe in all those years, I had a customer 
“buy” a pair of shoes they needed, they bought a pair of shoes that they wanted.  They 
liked the look, they liked how the shoes made them feel.  Many times, the shoe fit 
poorly but that did not matter, emotions drove the purchase.  That’s why all the junk 
foods and sweets are at the checkout lane at the grocery store, to trigger that sudden 
“want”.  When it comes to investments, I prefer the term “invest”.  “Investing” is a 
conscious, thought out process, not be based on subjective emotions but on objective 
facts.  The decision to invest in something should be done after considering the pros 
and cons, expenses, and your goals and timeframes.  Allowing emotions to dictate what 
investments you “buy” can cause your plans to fail.  Here is a good article discussing 
this issue.  Have questions or would like to discuss some of your past investment 
decisions?  Give me a call or visit https://go.oncehub.com/ChuckVercellone and 
schedule a time to talk. 
----Chuck 
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Investors are routinely warned about allowing their emotions to influence their decisions. 
However, they are less routinely cautioned about their preconceptions and biases that may 
color their financial choices. 
  
In a battle between the facts & biases, our biases may win. If we acknowledge this tendency, 
we may be able to avoid some unexamined choices when it comes to personal finance. It may 
actually "pay" to recognize blind spots and biases with investing. Here are some common 
examples of bias creeping into our financial lives. 
    
Letting emotions run the show. An investor thinks, "I got a great return from that decision," 
instead of thinking, "that was a good decision because ______."1 
  
How many investment decisions do we make that have a predictable outcome? Hardly any. In 
retrospect, it is all too easy to prize the gain from a decision over the wisdom of the decision, 
and to, therefore, believe that the findings with the best outcomes were the best decisions (not 
necessarily true). Putting some distance between your impulse to make a change and the action 
you want to take to help get some distance from your emotions.1  
      
Valuing facts we "know" & "see" more than "abstract" facts. Information that seems abstract 
may seem less valid or valuable than information that relates to personal experience. This is 
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true when we consider different types of investments, the state of the markets, and the 
economy's health.2 
  
Valuing the latest information most. In the investment world, the latest news is often more 
valuable than old news. But when the latest news is consistently good (or consistently bad), 
memories of previous market climate(s) may become too distant. If we are not careful, our 
minds may subconsciously dismiss the eventual emergence of the next bear (or bull) market.2  
      
Being overconfident. The more experienced we are at investing, the more confidence we have 
about our investment choices. When the market is going up, and a clear majority of our 
investment choices work out well, this reinforces our confidence, sometimes to a point where 
we may start to feel we can do little wrong, thanks to the state of the market, our investing 
acumen, or both. This can be dangerous.3 
  
The herd mentality. You know how this goes: if everyone is doing something, they must be 
doing it for sound and logical reasons. The herd mentality is what leads many investors to buy 
high (and sell low). It can also promote panic selling. The advent of social media hasn't helped 
with this idea. Above all, it encourages market timing, and when investors try to time the 
market, they frequently realize subpar returns.4 
        
Sometimes, asking ourselves what our certainty is based on and reflecting about ourselves can 
be a helpful and informative step. Examining our preconceptions may help us as we invest. 
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